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Abstract— In the health care domain up to the 70% of the
revenues can be due to the staff workload costs, which are
rerouted to health care insurances and patients. Therefore, it
is of paramount importance to determine how much of these
costs are really due to the patient care. Some hospitals adopted
Real Time Location System solutions in order to optimize
staff workload. However, even though these systems are able
to localize the staff inside the hospital facilities, they are not
intended for computing the time spent by a caregiver while
taking care of a patient. Moreover, the localization accuracy of
these systems is too low to address this problem. In this paper
we present Proxy-Care, a novel patient care tracking system
able to compute automatically the time spent by the caregivers,
differentiated by doctors, nurses and caretakers, while they are
taking care of individual patients. Our results show that with
Proxy-Care we are able to localize the caregiver at room level
with an accuracy of 98.5%, and to recognize the proximity
between the caregiver and the patient, in rooms with two or
more patients, with an accuracy of 92%.

I. INTRODUCTION

In complex organizations, such as hospitals and health care
centers, where the work activities are partially governed by
an event-driven mechanism, it is crucial to have the possi-
bility to predict what is the needed as resources (material
goods, equipment and human resources), and to understand
what are the costs associated with each single patient. While
it is fairly simple with regard to consumables and equipment,
it becomes more complicated when it comes to the prediction
of human resources, especially when specific professional
skills are required. The approach that is often used to
reach this evaluation is to measure the workload in some
typical ”scenarios” where the time needed to complete all
the activities is computed. Then, whenever circumstances of
the same complexity arise it is possible to derive what are the
human resources needed by applying appropriate algorithms
on those data. Examples of this approach are suggested by
the World Health Organization [3].
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II. MOTIVATION AND APPLICATION SCENARIO

In the health care domain, the staff workload cost is
particularly relevant since its share can be up to the 70%
of the revenues. These costs are rerouted to third parties
like health care insurances and patients. Therefore, it is
of paramount importance that the system used for deriving
the information regarding the best allocation of professional
resources, and for determining the real costs generated by
the patient, is inexpensive and reliable both in qualitative
and quantitative terms. In order to address these workflow
and utilization issues some hospitals have turned to RTLS
(Real Time Location System) solutions [5]. In Table I the
main companies that offer RTLS systems with competing
system architectures are reported. Aeroscout, Awarepoint,
Parco and Sanitag use RF technologies for locating assets
and people, using techniques as fingerprinting and Received
Signal Strength triangulation like in [1][2]. Sonitor uses
Ultrasound technologies arguing that it is more accurate
since it does not penetrate the walls like RF signals. Finally,
Centrak, Radince, Teletracking and Versus combine RF with
Infrared technology in order to overcome the walls penetra-
tion problem. However, apart from Parco that is still more a
proof of concept than a real product, all the others present an
accuracy that is inadequate for computing the time spent by a
caregiver with a patient. Moreover, their aim is to locate the
caregivers inside the hospital facility instead of monitoring
them when they are taking care of patients.

TABLE I
Main companies on the market offering an RTLS system; accuracy

referred only to caregivers localization

Company Technology Accuracy

AeroScout WiFi meters

CenTrak RFID plus Infrared Room

AwarePoint ZigBee Room, Bay

Parco UWB less than meter

Sonitor Ultrasound Room, Bay

Versus RFID plus Infrared Room

Sanitag 802.15.4 2.5m radius

Radiance RFID plus Infrared Room

Teletracking RFID plus Infrared Room
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In this paper we present Proxy-Care, a novel patient care
tracking system that is able to compute automatically the
time spent by the caregivers, differentiated by doctors, nurses
and caretakers, while they are taking care of individual
patients. The general concept on which the system is based
on is the proximity detection between the caregivers and
the patients. Normally, all patients are registered in the
hospital information system and are associated with their
bed. Therefore, the beds are instrumented with wireless
sensors nodes (BedMote), that send periodically their node
ID. Each caregiver wears a wireless sensor node (DocMote)
that collects the packets sent from the BedMotes whenever
they are in close proximity. When the caregiver ends her/his
working turn she/he puts the DocMote in charge by connect-
ing it to the Proxy-Care central system. At the same time, all
data collected from the motes are transferred automatically
to the system that computes the proximity intervals between
the caregiver and the patients (see Fig. 1).

III. GENERAL SYSTEM OVERVIEW

BedMotes

DocMote

Data server 

Charging station 

System administrator 
with smartphone

6. Demonstration and Results Analysis 6.1. Testing BLE reception in BLupZi

6.1 Testing BLE reception in BLupZi

The BLE reception in BLupZi is the first simple test. For this test an iPhone 5 with the mod-

ified Bluegiga’s APP is used. A packet sent from the smartphone is received in BlupZi mote

and transmitted over serial communication (RS232) from the mote to a computer terminal to

verify the validity of the packet received.

Figure 6.3: Smartphone and BLupZi communication

6.2 Testing IEEE 802.15.4 reception in BLupZi

For this test a packet sent from the IEEE 802.15.4 network is received in BlupZi mote and

transmitted over serial communication (RS232) to a computer terminal. Additionally a sni↵er

is used to verify that all the packets and content sent from IEEE 802.15.4 network is the same

as the one received in BLupZi mote (visualised in the computer).

Figure 6.4: IEEE 802.15.4 and BLupZi communication

6.3 Testing bidirectional communication

The communication can be from the ZigBee network to the Smartphone or from the Smart-

phone to the ZigBee network.

The IEEE 802.15.4 network, motes involved and packets structure must be known to commu-

nicate with BlupZi mote.
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Fig. 1. A general overview of our patient care tracking system, with
all hardware components. Apart from the data server (a normal PC), all
components have been custom designed for the application, together with
their corresponding firmware and software.

Our general system with all its hardware components is
depicted in Fig. 1. In particular, it consists of:

• Sensor nodes on the beds (BedMote): Fixed sensor
nodes on the patient’s bed, connected to the bed power
supply. Their main function is to broadcast regular
beacons, so the system can later identify where a doctor
node was standing. Fig. 2 shows how the BedMotes are
installed on the beds and how they are positioned in a
hospital room.

• Doctor nodes (DocMote): Mobile nodes in the side
pockets of doctors, nurses and caretakers, carried con-
stantly around with them to receive broadcasts of Bed-
Motes. The DocMotes IDs are divided in three differ-
ent categories in order to discriminate among doctors,
nurses and caretakers, and they are distinguishable by
means of their case color. Fig. 3 shows the DocMote
for nurses.

• Doctor nodes charging station: Charging and data
download station for DocMotes, streaming their data
directly to the data server. Fig. 4 shows the charging
station with BedMotes attached.

• Translator node (Blupzi) [4]: Mobile, independent de-
vice, able to stream data between Zigbee and Bluetooth
Low Energy devices. It is a general-purpose device,
but in this application it is mainly used for configuring
BedMotes and DocMotes from a tablet or smartphone
from outside the rooms without interfering with patients
or caregivers.

• Administrator smartphone: An iPhone, belonging to
the system’s administrator, running a dedicated appli-
cation for configuring and tracking the status of all
DocMotes and BedMotes through the connection with
Blupzi.

• Proxy-Care central system: A central server, con-
nected also to the hospital information system, that
processes all the data retrieved from the DocMotes,
identifies the proximity of doctors, nurses and caretakers
respect to each patient and computes the time spent by
caregivers with patients.

Fig. 2. The BedMote installed on the patient’s bed (left) and all six nodes
installed in a hospital room with two beds (right)

Apart from the data server, which is an off-the-shelf
Linux PC, all the hardware components have been especially
designed and manufactured for our application.

The general application scenario works as follows: doc-
tors, nurses and caretakers take a DocMote from the charging
stations once their turn starts. They keep it in their side
pocket until they plug it again to the charging station when
their turn ends. The BedMotes function is to regularly
broadcast beacon messages with their individual identifier
in order to be detected by the DocMotes. They are fixed to
individual patient beds and are power-supplied by the bed
itself. This means that the bed can be freely moved around
the hospital, while the nodes continue to operate thanks to the
bed power supply. Nevertheless, the BedMotes are equipped
with a rechargeable backup battery and run a duty-cycled
sleeping mode procedure that switch off the radio in between
of two consecutive train of beacon messages in order to
save energy. This way, we can guarantee the system working
continuity even in case of fault of the bed power supply.

While moving with the caregivers, DocMotes receive the
messages sent by the BedMotes and store them locally in an
SD card, together with some transmission quality metrics:
RSSI levels (Received Signal Strength Indicator), their LQI
(Link Quality Indicator), and the received timestamp in node-
local time. The node-local time is later synchronized with
a global timestamp, which is provided to the DocMotes
at the charging stations by the Proxy-Care central system.
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Differently from the BedMotes, DocMotes are only battery
powered, therefore a duty-cycled sleeping mode procedure
is mandatory in order to spare energy. The procedure works
as follows:

• every second the DocMote wakes up from its low
energy state and activates its radio

• if packets arrive, they are saved together with their
transmission quality metrics, and the radio is maintained
ON until the mote does not receive any new packet for
a second

• finally, the radio is switched off and the mote re-enters
in sleeping mode.

Once repositioned at the charging station, the DocMotes
upload all the collected information to the server, and syn-
chronize their timestamp with it. The data server, on its
turn, processes the information once in a while (e.g., every
day), identifies the proximity of individual DocMotes with
individual patients, and compute the proximity time intervals.

Fig. 3. The DocMote casing with the LEDs for status view (a), and the
clip, necessary for attaching it securely to the nurse’s or doctor’s overall
(b). In (c), also the micro USB connector for the charging station can be
clearly seen.

Fig. 4. The charging stations, for 10 DocMotes each, connected together
and to the data server.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND VALIDATION

Apart from the technological challenges, we faced also
various patient-related privacy and comfort issues. For ex-
ample, testing and validating the system with real patients
and real caretakers is cumbersome and interferes with their
comfort and work. Therefore, we run the experiments in four
different stages in order to test and validate as much as we
could without interfering with patients and caregivers. In the
first stage we deployed the system in our laboratory facility

simulating a room with two instrumented beds. The scope
was to test the robustness of the communication protocol
between BedMotes and DocMotes, and to validate the duty-
cycled algorithm implemented on both motes. The second
stage was the deployment of the system in a hospital empty
room with two beds. We simulated the nurse wearing the
DocNodes moving around in the room. For each place we
logged the exact location in the room and the time spent
in that location. The purpose of this experiment was to test
the correctness of the proximity detection algorithm in the
same environment in which the system will be eventually
deployed. In particular, we wanted to test the robustness of
the algorithm against the RF interference due to the room
furniture and all the metallic objects. In the third stage
we run the first set of experiments in real conditions. We
deployed the system in three adjacent rooms with patients,
and let it run for several days. The reasons why we did
such experiments were manyfold. The main one was to test
the ability of Proxy-Care to determine correctly the time
intervals spent by each nurse in each room. In order to
gather the ground truth we marked each DocMote case with
a unique number so that each nurse was associated with a
specific DocMote. Then, standing outside of the rooms, we
collected the in and out times of each nurse in each room
for all days. Other important scopes were:

• to get the feedback from the hospital staff on the degree
of acceptability and usability of the whole system

• to verify the robustness of the Proxy-Care central sys-
tem with respect to the automatic data retrieval from
the DocMotes and their synchronization when they are
detached and reattached at every turn for several days

• to verify the robustness of the proximity detection
algorithm against the interference due to the BedMotes
in adjacent rooms; indeed, even though the BedMotes
transmission power is set to the minimum value, in order
to maximize the proximity detection, there is still a wall
penetration effect of the RF signal.

Finally, in the last stage we deployed the system in four
rooms with patients, this time following the nurses inside
the rooms for gathering the ground truth. In order to get
a reliable ground truth we developed an iPad application
with which the follower was able to log location and time
of the nurses inside the rooms step by step. Fig. 5 shows the
visual interface of the iPad application. The room is virtually
subdivided in eight tiles. Before starting the acquisitions the
operator has to select room number and DocMote number
associated with the nurse. Then, whenever the nurse moves
inside the room the operator presses the corresponding virtual
tile and the location and timestamp are immediately logged.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The main goal of Proxy-Care is to demonstrate that the

doctor can be localized relatively to the patient with a
sufficient precision. Moreover, the precision relates more on
time spent with a patient than exact location. This problem
is quite different from typical localization schemes, where
the absolute location is needed. For this reason, we applied
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Fig. 5. Visualization of the iPad application for gathering the ground truth
in the final stage

decision tree learning technique in order to use some received
packet features and ground truth data from experiments to
learn which features will best localize the doctor relatively
to the patient’s bed. In order to make the algorithm location-
agnostic, we abstracted away from the individual sensor
IDs by grouping them as bed-unique IDs. The original IDs,
however, were still used to identify to which room the sensors
belonged. The following features have been identified and
calculated over short time windows (currently 1 second):

• Mean RSSI of individual sensors
• Mean LQI of individual sensors
• Number of packets from individual sensors
• Mean RSSI of all sensors belonging to each bed
• Mean LQI of all sensors belonging to each bed
• Number of packets received from each bed
From each of the last two stages of experiments we

obtained a total of 8 working days of ground truth data,
gathered from 5 doctor nodes and 4 different rooms, resulting
in around 1’600’000 data samples from the BedMotes and
2’000 data samples of ground truth. The total data set has
been separated into two parts: learning data set and testing
data set. The learning set is used to train the decision tree,
while the testing one is separated and used to test the quality
of the decision tree with data, which has not been used for
training [19]. Running the decision tree algorithm on the
testing data set we got the following impressive results:

• we are able to localize each single caregiver at room
level with a precision of 98.5%

• we are able to recognize the proximity between the
caregiver and the patient, in rooms with two or more
patients, with a precision of 92%

VI. FUTURE WORKS

The main goal of our patient care tracking system is to
track the care provided to individual patients from doctors,
nurses and caretakers, mainly in terms of time. This includes
also the possibility that they are outside of their beds. In this
first implementation of the system we have associated the

patient to her/his bed to preserve their privacy and comfort.
However, the results obtained show that we are ready to
proceed with the next step, transforming the BedMotes into
PatientMotes (e.g. wrist sensor). Furthermore, future works
foresee to sophisticate the time information with concrete
care actions undertaken.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented the first implementation of Proxy-Care, a
novel patient care tracking system that is able to compute
automatically the time spent by the caregivers, differentiated
by doctors, nurses and caretakers, while they are taking care
of each patients. We have designed and built new sensor node
platforms to enable the application and have developed a
decision tree based algorithm to identify the correct location
of the caretaker in respect to individual patients and their
beds. Evaluation results demonstrate the feasibility of the
system and show how relative localization can be used to
track the care provided to patients in hospitals. At the same
time, our hardware and software are not restricted to use in
hospitals, but can be applied in other environments too, such
as nurseries, kindergartens, schools, etc. The technology can
help better understand human interactions in various envi-
ronments and for various purposes, reaching from research
to administration.
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